Willow & Everett Stainless Steel Salt and Pepper Grinder Set -Tall
Shaker, Adjustable Coarseness, Refillable -Sea Salt, Black
Peppercorn Mill Review-2021

HIGH QUALITY GLASS AND STAINLESS STEEL GRINDER SET WITH STAND These salt and
pepper shakers feature a modern design and are stylish and elegant enough for kitchen-to-table
use! *Salt and pepper not included.
BUILT FOR CONVENIENCE AND FUNCTION Unlike other spice grinder sets, this salt and
peppermill pair have their grinding mechanism on the top of the grinder, ensuring salt and pepper
ends up only on your food -- not all over your table. The ceramic grinder is non-corrosive and won't
absorb flavors, while a plastic knob on top of each salt and pepper mill allows you to easily adjust
from a fine to coarse grind.
EASY REFILLING WITH NO MESSES Don't you hate constantly having to refill your salt and
pepper shakers? set is the perfect size This tall salt and pepper grinder set is the perfect size to cut
down on constant refills without being bulky. When you do have to refill, the clear glass bodies will
let you know when it's time! The stainless steel top easily screws off revealing a wide opening for
easy and mess free refills.
ELEGANT DESIGN With its brushed stainless steel encasing, glass body and ceramic grinder, this
unique duo is a professional, sleek addition to any kitchen, with a stainless steel lid that truly "caps"
off this beautiful set. No tacky electrical grinders here means no batteries required--only a few
effortless twists with your hand to experience that fresh himalayan salt, pepper, or other spice.
HIGHEST QUALITY: Built from the highest quality stainless steel and glass, these salt and pepper
grinders are made to last. Featuring over 6,000 reviews with a 4.5 average rating, you can buy with
confidence.Ceramic Grinder
The ceramic grinder in our mills is non-corrosive and won't absorb flavors, while a plastic knob on
top of each salt and pepper mill allows you to easily make adjustments from a fine to coarse grind.
Stainless Steel Stand
These tall glass salt and pepper shakers 'feel' right in your hand, not bulky or off balanced. Includes
a stainless steel stand for to help you get flavor from the kitchen to your dinning table.
Mess Free Refills
When you do have to refill, the clear glass bodies of this salt and pepper mill set will let you know it's
time! The stainless steel cover easily screws off revealing a wide opening for easy and mess free
refills.
You have the perfect kitchen ambience, built with elegance, functionality and soul. The one thing
that's missing is a stunning salt and pepper mill set that you can use to store and grind spices
without creating a mess. Add this mill set to your spice cabinet and amplify the aesthetic and
elegance of your kitchen and dining room. Each of the mills can store up to 3/4 cup of any spice you
like, with a grinder you can adjust to your desired taste. Gift this perfect set of 2 to any new
home-owner, friend, family member, co-worker, or newlywed whose kitchen look isn't complete
without a salt and pepper set.
Stainless Steel Grinder Set
Premium Salt and Pepper Shakers
Construction
Stainless Steel & Premium Glass
Stainless Steel & Premium Glass
Capacity
3/4 Cups
1/2 Cups
Does It Grind?
Yes
No
Does It Hold Other Spices?
Any Spices
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